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Real Time Data Collection and Analytics of Social Media Sites Using Netlytic
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Abstract: Social media analytics is an art of collecting data from social media websites like Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, Whats-app etc. and blogs. This field is gaining more importance in the recent scenario as social
media analytics helps in mining the sentiments of the people which helps in marketing the business and improve
the customer service. Social media analytics can be categorized under big data because the data generated out
of the social websites are in huge number, so that some efficient tools and algorithms are required for analyzing
the data. Nowadays there are many and analytics tools readily available for analyzing the social media content.
These tools help in collecting the data from the social websites and its service not only stop with data
collection but also helps in analyzing the usage of data. In this paper one of the data analytics tool has been
explained with a live implementation.
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INTRODUCTION nightmare in the present scenario. The data for the above

From the figure it is evident that irrespective of all age internetlivestats.com/one-second/.
groups usage of social network has become common.

Similarly, there are enormous amount of data
produced from the usage of social network. Hence it
becomes a challenging task for managing the huge
volume, velocity and versatility of big data [1].

“Social Media Analytics” is a booming term in this
century. Day by day, the number of users using the social
media is also getting increased. Also, the usage of social
media does not depend only on the number of the users
using a particular site but the kind of impact it makes on
the society. Irrespective of the age group all the users are
interested in posting their thoughts in social media.
Starting from personal thoughts the posts include the
field of sports, entertainment, science, politics, social
issues and many more.

It is found that even people from rural background
also show an increased rate of social media usage. Fig. 1
shows the utility of social media and internet with respect
to the age group.

From the above table it is possible to get an idea of
the data generated from various social media. More than
thousands of data are produced per second. Analysing
the usefulness of these large data is becoming a

table is taken from the internet site http://www.

Related Work: In the wide area of research, social
network data is playing a major role in all aspects of the
society. Moreover the researchers are trying to collect the
huge sum of data for analysis but then enormous data
remains untapped. These social data can be used to
predict the real world scenario [2]. The application of
social data spread from creating awareness in the society
to predicting the price in the market [2]. Among all the
other social media network twitter is considered as one of
the most import source of big data. This data is generated
from common people and so the data is mostly not in bias
state.

Table 1: Data Generated in Each Second in Various Social Media
S.No. Source of Data No. of. Elements Time Frequency
1.  Tweets 7, 452 tweets Per Second
2.  Instagram 757 photos Per Second
3.  Tumblr 1, 191 posts Per Second
4.  Skype 2, 395 calls Per Second
5.  Internet 40, 570 GB traffic Per Second
6.  Google 57, 867 searches Per Second
7.  Youtube 67, 519 videos viewed Per second
8.  Emails 2, 549, 984 mails sent Per Second
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Fig. 1: Usage of social media with age distribution Real time data analysis is required for some of the

Basically the data collected through social media are services [11]. Here for deriving the meaningful information
in the form of emoticons and short strings that contains visual analytics plays an important role. The creditability
the ideas of a common people. Hence the mining of tweets generated is checked using the plugins
techniques like classification and clustering can be used available. They help in analysing the usability of the
to find the meaningful information from the data sources information [12]. In order to know more about the political
[3]. The blogging websites such as facebook, twitter etc scenarios or customers feelings about particular event,
have been developed as a common medium where people sentiment analytics play an important role [13]. Near
come, see and share their views on particular event [4]. duplicate detection, syntactic filtering language modeling

If there is a possibility to integrate the textual data and set cover heuristics are used by some researchers for
and networking data then the final result could be a filtering tweets based on the messages.
surprising one. So the classical mining techniques like Online sentiment analysis is strengthened by the
classification and clustering can be used to extract the work related to the messages. Different languages have
information  social  media sources [4]. An approach called different senti-strength. Sentiment classifier can be build
sociological approach to handle noise and short texts for deciding about the positive, negative or neutrality of
(SANT) can perform the task of classification in an a message using a linguistic analysis of a corpus.
effective manner. Many numbers of frameworks has been Analyzing the behaviour of the public is an important
designed for the sentimental analysis purpose. The data application of social media analytics. Heath related
produced from social media are unstructured and it monitoring issues, is also propagated through the social
becomes very difficult to drill the data [7]. media.

Genetic algorithm can play a key role in identifying
the  clusters  from  an  unstructured  group of data [5]. Data Collection And Analytics Framework: The data
The use of fitness function can play an important role in collection framework includes various modules. Each
data predictability of unstructured data in addition to the module is allocated with specific activity to be performed
applications of graph theory. Using flexible framework the and the desired output is produced. The core components
static and real time data generated by twitter can be of data collection and analytics framework are as follows:
analysed. It is similar to the other analysing framework but Users
in addition it includes various modules such as miner, Network Presentation Layer
classification [6]. The output generated from this Data Analysis Engine
framework will be in the form of CSV files which is based Data Collection Engine
on the sentimental classification of data [6]. API and Crawler Level Access

The agent based model is one of the efficient Server
methods that have shown some positive results in the last
few years. Also this field finds its application in analysing The server establishes a communication between the
health related issues [8]. The areas range from epidemics event console and the end users. The users who are using
to cardiovascular issues. Visual analytics can be the social sites such as Youtube, Twitter, Facebook etc,
considered as good area of scope for decision making are considered as the participating users. Application
instead of trying to replace the humans by a computer specific
which is not a good solution [9]. The information which is APIs are used to interact with the data collection
very complex if represented visually it can be considered engine. The service providers are made available with the
as good solution. detailed  data elements by these application specific APIs.

It is found already that the data gathered from social
networking sites are huge in volume. Hence the model
developed must not only able to handle a large volume of
social media data but also should handle the real time flow
of data. The large amount of data is very sensitive in
research point of view. The classical approaches are
combined with the probabilistic language model for
analyzing the customer sentiments for giving a better
predictability [10].

domains. One such domain is social media for emerging
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Fig. 2: Data Collection and Analytics Framework

The sources of data for data collection engine are specific data source is considered. (iv) Next the total
obtained from World Wide Web search engines and numbers of people using that particular data source i.e. in
social media websites. Visual Analysis, Text and social media platform. (v) Finally it is important to identify
Sentimental Analysis, Classification, Clustering are the if there exists any relation between data and the already
various experiments performed by the data analysis prevailing geographic conditions.
engine. Finally the conclusive results are presented to the Many parameters such as age group wise dataset
users via the network presentation layer for their selection is considered, in order to find the correct data
respective application areas based on the utilization. type.

The process of collecting data includes many steps Parameters like person?s income class have also
as follows: become very important. As seen earlier the nature of the

First step is to find the appropriate data source. decision. Based on the different requirements the data can
Next it is very important to find the right data type. be classified as follows: (i) Random data (ii) Historical data
Decisions have to be taken regarding the nature of (iii) Real time data and many more.
the data. The appropriate technology is chosen based on the
The collected data must be stored in a correct format. issues of data. Confusions may arise whether to choose

Basically the kind of data here is quite dynamic in In these people tend to choose Online Analytical
nature. For example if we consider Facebook data it Processing (OLAP) which helps in carrying out complex
consists of much number of comments, likes, share, analysis of the data.
emoticons etc., on the other the twitter data changes In the final stage data can be stored, but the volume,
accordingly with each and every tweet. Hence before the velocity and versatility (VVV) of the social media is to be
start of analysing these data one must be clear with the kept in mind always.
nature of data that can be used for further analysis.

In order to find the right data source it is important to Open Source Tools for Social Media Data
find the points of attention which can be as follows: (i) Analytics: The data collection Social media plays a
Identify the target users who are going to use the data. (ii) significant position in revealing the sentiments of
The forces of competition through which data becomes community about a particular trouble or occurrence. In,
significant. (iii) The kind of opportunity that exists if Twitter and Facebook large number of citizens who posts

data is having a higher priority before making any

an operational solution or to go with analytical solution.
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taking place Facebook or who Tweet on Twitter is Mplementation and Analytics Results: As shown above,
extremely huge. Currently the essential goal at this point
is how the data can be taken out from such social media
platforms. This turn out to be still more demanding as the
data from dissimilar platforms is likely to contain abnormal
uniqueness. In support of illustration, it knows how to be
the large number of contribute to or likes in the case of
Facebook at the same time as on twitter it can be numeral
of Tweets etc. Even if go to the subsequent stage similar
to in case of Twitter there are specific keywords that turn
out to be important. These little tiny elements in datasets
assist in marking the judgment as impactful individual. For
instance the subsequent catalog shows such recognizable
aspects:

Figure counts
No of shares in Facebook
Google +
Facebook comments count
Likes in Facebook
Specific keywords like fine, bad, huge etc. used by
people.
No of Tweets in Twitter
Who responds to whom analysis
Pin significance
Rate of recurrence of words used
Any other link shared etc.

There is many more depending on the analysis
requirements. The definite distinctive pieces of data that
are life form composed or experimental by these social
media platforms e.g. Facebook collects many dissimilar
pieces of elements.

Table 2: Tools Used for Analysing Facebook Data

S.No. Tool Official Site

1. LikeAlyzer http://likealyzer.com/

2. SimplyMeasured http://simplymeasured.com/

3. SocioGraph http://sociograph.io/

4. AgoraPulse https://www.agorapulse.com/

5. Netlytic https://netlytic.org/

Table 3: Tools Used for Analysing Twitter Data

S.No. Tool Official Site

1. Twitter Analytics https://analytics.twitter.com/

2. Twitonomy https://www.twitonomy.com/

3. Tweetchup https://tweetchup.com/

4. Tweetreach https://tweetreach.com/

5. Daily 140 https://www.daily140.com/?ref=produ

cthunt

there are number of social data collection and analytics
tools available in the internet for free of cost. But some of
the free tools come only with limited features. In this
paper the implementation is done and the results are
obtained through the Netlytic tool. One facebook group
and a youtube site are taken for implementation. Network
analysis and Text analysis are performed for both.

Analysis of Youtube Site: The youtube link taken for
analysis is “https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=
AskAQwOBvhc”. The dataset name given for the youtbe
video link is„ color?. The other specifications of this
datset is as follows:

Dataset Name : color
Datasource : Youtube
Total records : 2, 501
Unique Posters : 2189
Time frame : 19/05/2016 to 24/11/2016

In this analysis the comments given by many users
are analysed in order find the appropriate color and what
color most of the users go with. The API log includes the
following fields: (i) Date (ii) Status (iii) Query (iv) Author
(v) Title.

Number of unique words found: 9817. Keyword
Extractor helps in identifying the frequency of words used
by various users over time. The following table lists top
20 trending words used.

Table 4: Frequency of the Used Words
S.No. Used Words Frequency of the words
1. blue 1163
2. gold 831
3. black 756
4. white 713
5. goldï ¿ 324
6. blueï ¿ 228
7. dress 225
8. light 114
9. people 106
10. brown 84
11. color 95
12. blackï ¿ 61
13. sees 63
14. video 62
15. picture 58
16. thought 44
17. colors 50
18. gold.ï ¿ 39
19. time 40
20. Eyes 42
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Fig. 3: Top 10 Most Frequently Used Words

Fig. 4: Top 10 Posters

Fig. 5: Posts Over Time

Fig. 6: Network Analysis
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Analysis of Facebook Group: The Facebook group Conclusion and Future Work: In this paper we have
named„ National Modelates? is taken for analysis. The discussed about a gradual outline for data gathering
dataset name given for the Facebook group is„ school?. along  with  investigation analysis has been presented.
The other specifications of this datset is as follows: The output accomplished at this time is extremely

Dataset Name : school circumstances.  The  principle region of this outline for
Datasource : Facebook data  gathering  ranges from the performance analytics,
Total messages : 44 the beneficial and non beneficial sentimental analytics to
Unique Posters : 28 the physical condition correlated study. The data
Time frame : 18/01/2014 to 20/07/2016 composed can be in future analyzed to search out some

In this analysis the comments given by many users platforms like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc. Are
post their likes, shares, views and comments for the definitely good sources for the time researchers. Areas
betterment of the school activities. The API log includes similar to finding mass estimation on definite issues,
the following fields: (i) Date (ii) Status (iii) Query (iv) predicting marketplace movements or designing a
Record. consumer  fulfillment  matrix  can be significantly

Fig. 7: Top 10 Posters productions if incorporated by means of other

Fig. 8: Top 10 Most Frequently Used Words 2. Asur, Sitram and Bernardo Huberman, 2010.

Fig. 9: Posts Over Time search and data mining.ACM, 2013.

important as it finds enormous purpose in real time

new dimensions of information. So the social media

benefited as a result of this. The data gathered at this
point  can  be  used  in  determine  the property on
decision making. It can extra be explored to create the
association between different situations. For illustration
in  case  of  online  public  sale, text study can forecast
that mass approximating definite occurrence,
manufactured goods or service and as a result it indicates
that there is an opportunity of cost hike. These

investigation they can definitely assist in improving the
cost predictability whether in case of online buying and
selling or in case of pricing representations of online
auctions or services.
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